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IntroDucTIOn
From a purely mechanical standpoint Polynesia is a pretty abstract game. However, that doesn’t mean I picked the theme at random.
About 30,000 years ago people started to migrate eastwards and settle on the islands of the Pacific. This was no small feat, since they
didn’t use any maps or compasses to do so. Instead, the seafarers were very observant, navigating using the colour of water, the direction
of the waves, the dominant direction of the wind, the types and migration of fish etc. This information are passed within families and
clans and helped conquer the Pacific.
I used to sail and I was always fascinated by this incredible achievement. This game is meant as a testimony to those brave seafarers. My
creative liberty is the volcano. The ancient Polynesians were driven by curiosity and the search of new land, not by a concrete threat. It’s
in the game solely for game purposes.
Peer Sylvester

The frequent tremors, the looming clouds over the crater, and the ever-increasing smell of sulfur make it clear that it is time to escape. Direct your tribe
through the waters of the Pacific in search of a new home, safe from the impending eruption of the volcano.
Explore new sea routes that lead to unvisited islands, collect resources on those islands to offer to other tribes in exchange for their knowledge, and continue
sailing in search of a safe place, all this being done to save as many of your tribe members as possible and lead them to new lands where they can prosper. The
most successful player through this difficult mission will be appointed the supreme chief of the Polynesian tribal group.
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14 Island Tokens

10 Point Tokens
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4 Player Aid
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1 Rulebook
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· 8 in the spaces numbered from 2 to 7 on the Personal Board.
· 5 on the Main Island (volcano) on the Map.

No se usa en partidas de 2
jugadores.
No tener máscaras no tiene
efecto.
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Si su tribu está presente en todos
los archipiélagos, gana 5 puntos.

!

3.2

2. Each player chooses a colour and takes the Personal Board, Ships and
Tribe Members of their colour. The Ships are placed in the Sea Area of the
Personal Board and the Tribe Members are placed as follows:

Las máscaras otorgan puntos:
1 máscara = -1 punto
2 máscaras = 2 puntos
3 o 4 máscaras = 5 puntos

2.4

1. Place the Map on the table face up on the side which corresponds to the
number of players:
= 4 players and /
= 2/3 players.

1.3

2

Cada vez que un jugador explore
una ruta existente, gana 1 ficha
de Punto por cada barco presente
en esa ruta (se aplica hasta que se
agoten las fichas).

6

Cada jugador gana 1 punto por
cada archipiélago donde esté
presente en alguna de sus islas.

3

· 1 orange Token on each Island with the symbol
are 6 Islands in total).

or

(there

Now flip all the Tokens that have been placed and remove the Tokens with
a red cross
from the game. In games with fewer than 4 players, also
remove the Mask Token with the number 4 from the game.
5. Place all the Lava Stones inside the Cloth Bag.

6. Separate the Tide Cards by type (1, 2, and 3), shuffle each deck separately,
draw a card from each deck, and place those 3 cards next to the Map.
Return the remaining Cards to the Game Box. Note: In 2-player games,
remove the Tide Cards 3.1 and 3.2 from the game beforehand (see Tide Cards).
3. Each player takes 3 Fish and 3 Shells. Next, form a General Reserve with
the remaining Fish and Shells, as well as the Resource Tokens. These
7. Form a reserve with the Point Tokens if any of the Tide Cards require it.
Tokens are equivalent to 5 Resources of the marked type and will be used
Otherwise, leave these Tokens in the Game Box.
in case the corresponding reserves run out. Note: Resources are not limited
to the available elements, so if any are missing, any other component can be 8. Place the Phase Marker on the 3 space on the Phase Track.
used in its place.
9. Randomly choose the Starting Player and give them the Starting Player
4. Mix up and place all the Island Tokens on the Map face down:
Token.
· 1 green Token on each Island within an Archipelago (there are 8 Islands
in total). An archipelago is made up of two Islands, the boundary of
which is marked with a dark outline.
All unused Personal Boards, Ships, and Tribe Members are returned to the
Game Box.
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SUMMARY AND AIM OF THE GAME
In Polynesia, players must save their tribe members from the dangers of the
volcano by taking them to the islands that will give them the most points. At
the same time, players must try to reach the objectives set by the tide cards,
which will vary from one game to another. To succeed, players must collect
resources in the form of fish and shells that will allow them to explore new
sea routes, use the routes of other players, and sail from one island to another.

PLAYING THE GAME
Polynesia is played over a varying number of rounds. In each round the
following 2 phases are played in order:

· Explore a new Route: This consists of exploring a Route where there
are no Ships. You must pay as many Resources as the number shown
by the Phase Marker: 3 , 2 or 1 and you can only use one type of
Resource, Fish or Shells. Place one of the used Resources next to the
Route and return the rest (if you pay for more than one) to the General
Reserve.
OR
· Explore an existing Route: This consists of exploring a Route where
there are only Ships from other players. You must pay 2 Resources of
the type that is already on the Route to each player who owns a Ship on
that Route. In this case the cost does not depend on where the Phase
Marker is located.
Note: A player cannot have more than one Ship of their colour on the same Route.

1. Action Phase
2. Maintenance Phase
Players play in turns during the Action Phase.

ACTION PHASE
The first three spaces on the Phase Track correspond to the Action Phase:
3 , 2 or 1 . Beginning with the Starting Player, and moving clockwise,
each player must perform an Action. Once all players have performed their
Action, the Starting Player will move the Phase Marker one space to the right
on the Phase Track. This is repeated 3 times until the Phase Marker reaches
the Volcano Space ( ): the Action Phase ends and the Maintenance Phase
begins.
Alberto decides to explore a new Route, using 3 Shells for it, since the Phase Marker
is on 3 . Of those 3 Shells, one is placed next to the Route to indicate the Resource
On your turn you must perform one of the following 4 Actions:
used for the exploration and the other two are returned to the General Reserve (A).
Next, Laura decides to explore the Route created by Alberto, so she must pay him
2 Shells (the Resource that is already present on the Route) (B).

A

B

EXPLORe

TRAVEL

Exploring consists of placing one of your ships from your Personal Board
onto a Sea Route. Sea Routes are shown on the Map by dashed white lines
that always connect 2 Islands. You can explore any Route on the Map without Travelling consists of moving your Tribe Members from one Island to
any limitations, as long as you can pay the cost. Also, it is not necessary to another via explored Sea Routes (see Explore), whether they are your own,
other players’, or neutral Routes (the 3 orange ones). Each movement from
have Tribe Members on either of the 2 Islands connected by the Route.
one Island to a connected one costs 1 Movement Point. You can use as many
Note: The 3 Orange Routes that connect the Main Island with the 3 closest Islands Movement Points as the number shown by the Phase Marker: 3 , 2 or 1
(marked with an orange line) are considered to have been explored. No ship is and distribute them among your Tribe Members as you wish.
placed on them and all players can freely use them (they are considered neutral).
If you decide to travel on another player’s Route, you must also meet the
following requirements:
When exploring you have 2 options:
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· There must be a Member of that player’s Tribe on the starting Island
(i.e. the Island from where the player is setting off from) to guide you to
reach the Island of your destination. You will move both figures, yours
and your opponent’s, to the destination Island.
AND
· You must pay that player 1 Resource of the type already present on the
Route used.

(the Resource that is already present on the Route) and moving his own figure and
Laura’s from the starting Island to that of the destination. The destination Island
has a Token on it and so Alberto takes that token because even though Laura’s
Guide accompanies him there, he is the Active player (A). Then, he continues
to travel with that same Tribe Member, but this time on his own Route, and
therefore without additional requirements (B). Finally, he spends his third and
last Movement Point on moving a Tribe Member from the Main Island to a
neighbouring Island via a neutral Route (C).

If you do not meet both requirements you are not able to use another player’s
Route to travel. The owner of the Route cannot deny you taking this action.
If you can choose between several players’ Routes to travel on, you can choose Populating consists of moving your Tribe Members from your Personal
whichever one you wish.
Board to the Map. When you do this, you should always take your Tribe
Members from your Personal Board from left to right.
Note: You cannot travel on other players’ Routes where you already have a Ship of
your own.
When populating you have 2 options:

POPULATE

Islands with Tokens: Several Islands will have a Token which was placed
there during Setup. If you are the first player to reach one of those Islands
with one of your Tribe Members, you take the corresponding Token, even if
you are travelling using another player’s Route, since it is always taken by the
Active player.

Add 3 Tribe Members to the Main Island (Volcano).
OR
Add 1 Tribe Member to an Island where you already have at least one other
Tribe Member.
Note: There is no limit to the number of figures an Island can have.

FISH
Fishing consists of obtaining Resources, but only of one type: Fish or
Shells. Take from the General Reserve as many Resources of the chosen type
as the number shown on the Phase Marker: 3 , 2 or 1 .

A

B

MAINTENANCe PHASE
As soon as the Phase Marker reaches the Volcano Space ( ), the Maintenance
Phase begins. The Starting Player will begin moving the Phase Marker one
space to the right on the Phase Track and resolving the different Phases in the
order indicated below:
Volcano Eruption
The Starting Player randomly draws 1 Lava Stone from the Bag and places it
on the Crater of the Volcano on the Main Island on the Map. Several things
can happen depending on the colour of the stone:

c
The Phase Marker is on 3 and Alberto decides to travel on his turn, for which
he has 3 Movement Points. First, he travels on Laura’s Route, paying her 1 Fish

· Grey: Nothing happens and the game continues.
· Black: The Starting Player takes 2 additional Lava Stones from the
Bag.
· Red: If it is the sixth Red Stone (i.e. there are already 5 in the
Volcano), the game ends immediately (see End of Game); if not, the
game continues.
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The player with the most points wins the game. In the event of a tie, whoever
has Tribe Members on the largest number of Islands wins the game. If the tie
persists, the tied players share the victory.

Decline

The Starting Player chooses one of the Resources, Fish or Shells, and all
players, including themselves, must return all Resources of that type which After the game ends, Alberto calculates his points:
they still possess to the General Reserve.
· 4 points for the highest valued free space (4) on his Personal Board. .
· 5 points for being present on 3 Islands with the
symbol (3 points) and
Resources
on the Island with the
symbol (2 points).
All players receive Resources from the following Islands where they have at
· 1 point for having a Point Token ( ).
least one Tribe Member:
· 3 points for being present on 3 archipelagos (The Tide Card 1.3 is in play).
· Each Island with the symbol
· Each Island with the symbol

· 2 points for having 2 Masks

provides 1 Fish.
provides 1 Shell.

Alberto has gained 15 points in total.

Islands with other symbols or without any symbols do not provide Resources.
Additionally, players who own Island Tokens
and / or 1 additional Shell in this Phase.

and / or

(The Tide Card 2.4 is in play).

will get 1 Fish

two player gameS
Apart from what is indicated in the Setup, section, the only exception to the
rules in two player games is that you cannot explore an existing Route, so the
Explore Action is limited to only exploring a new Route.

New Starting Player
The Starting Player passes the Starting Player Token to the player on their left.
This player puts the Phase Marker back onto the first space 3 of the Phase
Track in order to begin the new round.

ISLAND TOKENS

END OF GAME

No effect. It is removed from the game as soon as it is revealed during
Setup.
Each one provides one point at the end of the game.

The game ends immediately when the sixth and final Red Lava Stone is pulled
The effect and / or value of the Masks is determined by the type 2 Tide
out of the Bag. The Phase Marker no longer advances and the Volcano Erupts!
is removed from
The Main Island and the 3 closest Islands (marked with an orange line) are Card that is in play. The Mask Token with the number 4
the
game
in
games
with
less
than
4
players.
destroyed and, consequently, all your Tribe Members who still remain on one
Provides one Fish in each Resource Phase (see Maintenance Phase).
of those Islands return to your Personal Board. You must place them from
right to left, starting with the first free Space in the Row numbered from 2 to
Provides one Shell in each Resource Phase (see Maintenance Phase).
7. If you complete that Row, you must continue through the Row numbered
Allows you to immediately explore a Route at no cost. If it is a new Route,
from 0 to 2.
take 1 Resource of your choice from the General Reserve and place it next to
the Route. If it’s an existing Route, you don’t have to pay any Resources to the
Then each player calculates their score by adding:
other players present on it. Remember, you cannot explore an existing Route
in 2 player games.
· The highest valued Space that is free on their Personal Board.
· 1 point for each
symbol on each Island with the
symbol where they have at least one Tribe Member.
· 1 point for each
Island Token they own.
· 1 point for each Point Token ( ) they own.
· The points obtained through the Tide Cards.
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TIDE CaRDS

2.5
: Each player gains as many points as the result of multiplying the
number of Masks they have obtained by the number of Archipelagos where
The effects of Tide cards with the symbol ! are applicable whilst the game they have at least one Tribe Member on one of its Islands.
: Each player who has not obtained any Masks loses 2 points.
is in play. Whereas the effects of the Tide Cards with the symbol
are 2.6
applicable at the end of the game.

Type 3: General
Type 1: Archipelagos
1.1 ! : The first route that connects to an Archipelago costs twice as much
as normal (see Exploring a new route). In return, the player can perform the
Populate Action immediately. It applies to each Archipelago.

3.1 ! : Every time a player travels on another player’s route, they both gain
1 Point Token. This effect is applied until the Point Tokens run out. This card
is not used in 2 player games.

3.2 ! : Every time a player explores an existing route, they gain 1 Point
Token for each Ship present on that route. This effect is applied until the
1.2 ! : The first player to get one of their Tribe Members to an Archipelago Point Tokens run out. This card is not used in 2 player games.
gains a Point Token. It applies to each Archipelago. Place a Point Token on
each Archipelago during Setup (there are 4 Tokens in total).
3.3 ! : When a player performs the Populate Action, they may pay 3
Resources of the same type to place an additional Tribe Member on the Main
1.3
: Each player gains 1 point for each Archipelago where they have at Island, even though they have performed the Populate Action on another
least one Tribe Member on one of its Islands. If their Tribe is present on all the Island.
Archipelagos, they gain 5 points.
1.4
: Each player gains 2 points for each Archipelago where they have at
least one Tribe Member on both Islands. If a player’s Tribe is present on all the
Islands of all the Archipelagos, they gain 10 points.

Type 2: Masks

3.4
: Each Island with the symbol
or
provides additional points
to players that have the most Tribe Members on it:
· The player with the majority on the Island gains 3 points (in the event
of a tie, those tied gain 2 points each).
· The second gains 2 points (in the event of a tie, those tied gain 2 points
each).

2.1 ! : As soon as a player gets a Mask, they must immediately choose a
Resource type and decide whether to take 2 Resources of that type for
: The player with the most Tribe Members on their Personal Board
themselves, or alternatively make all other players lose 2 Resources of that 3.5
gains
3
points.
In the event of a tie, nobody gains any points.
type. The Mask is then discarded.

: All players carry out the Resource Phase (even if the Volcano has
2.2 ! : A player can choose to discard a Mask in their possession in order to 3.6
erupted),
but only with the Fish. Then, the player with the most Fish in their
travel on another player’s route as if it were their own, that is, without the cost
Reserve gains 4 points. In the event of a tie, those tied gain 3 points each.
of Resources and without needing to use a Guide.
3.7
: The player with the most Ships on the Map gains 3 points. In the
2.3 ! : As soon as a player gets a Mask, they must immediately place a Tribe event of a tie, those tied gain 2 points each.
Member from their Personal Board on the Island where they just got that
Mask from. The Mask is then discarded.
3.8
: All players carry out the Resource Phase (even if the Volcano has
erupted), but only with the Shells. The player with the most Shells in their
Reserve gains 4 points. In the event of a tie, those tied gain 3 points each.
2.4
: The Masks obtained award points at the end of the game:
· 1 Mask = -1 point
· 2 Masks = 2 points
· 3 or 4 Masks = 5 points
Having no Masks has no effect.
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